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Defining Material Culture



“Material culture is, chiefly, 
something portable and 
perceptible by touch and 
therefore has a physical, 

material existence that is one 
component of human cultural 
practice.” [Woodward 2007: 14]

Woodward, Ian. 2007. Understanding Material Culture. Los 
Angeles: SAGE Publication.

What is Material Culture?
Object

Things

Artefacts

Goods

Commodities

Actant

 Physical products
 Symbolic
 Produced under specific 

market
 Traces of human activity
 Concrete and real 

material
 Discrete components
 Ability to act socially



Life

Culture

Social

Material

Psychology



“If material things become social objects in so far As they are 
embedded in narratives then the question of whether this is the 
same or a different social object depends on whether and how this 
is the same or different story.” - Harre 2002: 30

Harre, Rom. 2002. ‘Material Objects in Social Worlds’, Theory, Culture and Society, 19(5/6); 23-33.



Locating Materialities Study 
in Sociology



 Interdisciplinary studies

 Objects have social lives

 Consumerist culture

 “The history of western philosophy, to be sure, has 
been vastly influenced by a small family of powerful 
dichotomies: ideality/materiality, spirit/flesh, 
mind/body, verticality/horizontality.”

Narvaez, Rafael F. 2013. Embodied Collective Memory: The Making and Unmaking 
of Human Nature. Maryland: University Press of America Quote



Materialities

Place

Object

Commemoration

Event

Bodies

Monument



“If material things become social objects in so far As they are 
embedded in narratives then the question of whether this is the 
same or a different social object depends on whether and how this 
is the same or different story.” - Harre 2002: 30

Harre, Rom. 2002. ‘Material Objects in Social Worlds’, Theory, Culture and Society, 19(5/6); 23-33.



The Function of Materialities



Material as Marker
Expressed in the body, self-presentation and performance

Social Marker:

- Social taste (style, type and pattern, music genre, etc)

- Social categorisation (Apple, Residency, Netflix, etc)

- Possession (antics, home library, etc)

Markers of identity:

- Ideological/Lifestyle appearance or accessories/Moral imperative 
(religious people, sport person, etc)



Material as political power
How object acts to politically influence human action

 Town planning

 Internet coverage

 Public space (controlled demonstration, etc)

 Surveillance devices (CCTV, QR Code, etc)

 Credit/Debit card



Material as cultural sites

 Aesthetics

 Mood-Atmosphere-Stimmung

 Feeling-Emotion



Material as a tool in recapturing the past

Souvenir

Historical buildings

Photo album

Historical place

Monument

Architectural design

Streets



Material allows for healing process

Commemoration

Pilgrim

Holy books

Cultural/Religious events



Material for being catalyst

Historical square

Industrial zone

Public parks, etc



Urban and Material Culture



Memory Sites

Place

Crowds

Urban

Movement
Appearance
Rhythm

Historical Elements
Local attachment
Sense of Belonging

Communal Identity
Cultural discourse
Connecting People

Materialities



Urban and Materialities: An 
Application



Heritage

Tourism

National Sites

Consumerism



Urban-Materialities-
Memory: A Network



Cities are populated with 
objects of many kinds, and, 
ultimately, any object can 
contribute to critical urban 
thinking provided that it is an 
integral part of networks
where action and responsibility 
are distributed among different 
agencies, not only human.

Lieto, Laura. 2017. How material objects become urban things?, City: Analysis of 
urban trends, culture, theory, policy, action, 21(5): 568-579.



Our first assumption is that urban communication is 
material. The city is made up of bricks, concrete, 
steel girders, fences, sidewalks, curbs, roads; it 
comprises honking horns, whirring wheels on 
macadam, chirps and tweets of urban birds, rising 
voices of people spilling out of pubs at closing time; 
it is constructed of the smells of rotting trash, vomit, 
frying food, fresh cut grass in an urban park in the 
middle of summer, or the crispness after a 
September rain that cools and cleans the city; its 
heat can rise like waves off the cities’ surfaces; its 
deep chill can drive the unhomed to subway grates 
and into layers of boxes. In short, the city is quite 
distinctly made of “matter.”

Dickinson, Greg & Aiello, Giorgia. 2016. Being Through There Matters: Materiality, 
Bodies, and Movement in Urban Communication, International Journal of 
Communication 10(2016): 1294–1308



Conclusion



Beyond Our Lifespan
The intergenerational extension of identity and its grounding on events of the past kept present by causal 
consequences and by memory.[] 

The interpretative work of historical consciousness is a procedure of identity building. This is true for individuals as well as
for groups. Identity is a concept of the coherence of oneself in relationship to others and to oneself as well. This coherence 
has a synchronic and a diachronic dimension. Synchronically identity integrates the different relationships of an individual 
or collective "self" to others into a unit in which the self is aware of itself. It "reflects" (bends back) the relationship to others 
back to the self thus furnishing an internal unity in the variety of its manifold relations to others. Diachronically this self-
reflectedness is related to the change of the self and its relationships to others in the course of time. In this respect identity 
is a concept of continuity of the sameness of oneself in the changes that every person and group have to undergo in the 
course of their lives.[] 

The temporal coherence of the human self is not limited by the lifespan of individuals. Social units of individuals that form a 
collective identity tend to extend their temporal self-awareness and self-relationship into an intergenerational duration 
and continuity. Belonging to such as elf furnishes the individual members with an awareness of an eternity-like duration; 
they transform the biological chain of generations, within which they live, into a cultural unit of time which comprehends 
past, present, and future beyond their individual life span. It is this temporal unit which they feel and think of as being their 
collective self, beyond the limits of their births and deaths, that defines the cultural nature of their social relationship.[] 

It is the force of memory which shapes the features of identity and makes the past a projection of the future.[]

Rüsen, Jörn. 2007. 'Holocaust Experience and Historical Sense Generation', Fortid 2: 37-47. Quote



Forgetting – Memory – Remembering

Reminder
Meaning ¬ Presence

Remembering and forgetting are two sides ~or 
different processes~ of the same coin, that is, 
memory. Forgetting is the very condition for 
remembering. Total recall, after all, the complete 
memory of every single event in the past, woudl
amount to total forgetting, for the individual as 
well as for the group or society.

Erll, Astrid. 2011. Memory in Culture, trans. Sara B. Young. New York: 
Palgrave Macmillan. Quote



Space ~ Materialities

https://ingatanmalaysia.wordpress.com/2020/07/09/ruang-fungsi-fungsinya/



Thank you.


